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Abstract

Introduction

In
the environmental
scanning electron
microscope (ESJ:1.1), the electron beam together with
various signals emanating from the beam-specimen
interaction ionize the gaseous medium in the
specimen chamber.
A detailed derivation of
equations describing the charge density and
current fl= in the system is presented.
It is
shown that the various causes of ionization
operate over distinct regions, which can be
separated out by suitable electrode configuration.
1he electron probe retains a fraction of electrons
with the original charge distribution; this is
surrounded by a widespread electron skirt, which,
in turn, is surrounded by charge created by the
secondary electrons,
beyond which extends the
action of backscattered electrons.

The e nvironmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) is a type of SEM that al lows the
examination of speci11E11S in a gaseous environ11E11t.
The high vacuum in the e l ectron optics column is
separated from the high pressure in the specimen
chamber by differential pumping through a system
of apertures. The electron beam initially propagates tmhindered through the e lectron optics column until it approaches the final pressure limiting aperture. In the distance from the vicinity
of this apertw~e to the specimen surface, the e lectron beam loses e l ectrons e)q:JOnent ial ly.
The
pressure and travel di s tance in the specimen c hamber can be chosen so that the average number of
colli sions per e lectron is bel= 2 or 3, a condition, which def ines the ol igo-scattering regime
(funilata5, 1988). It has been shown that in this
regime, scanning and probing of the specimen surface can proceed in the usual way . The presence
of gas does not deteriorate the resolving power of
the instrument, whereas the contrast decreases on
a=unt of beam weakening and background noise.
However, contrast can be compensated for by an
appropriate inc1~ease of incident beam current, the
quant i t.at.i ve relationships for which have been
established in the previous reference.
The distribution of c harge around a specime11
is much simpler in the vacuum of an SEM than the
corresponding di st r i but ion in the gaseous cond i t ions of the ESJ:1.1. First , the electron te.am profile is drastically modified in the ESE.M. It has
been found (funi lat=, 1988) that, in the ol igoscattering regime, the original beam is split. in
two fractions, one consisting of the tot.ally unsc.att.ered electrons and the other of beam electrons scattered by the gas. The tmscattered fraction retains the original electron distribution
and, hence , is of the same diameter as the original electron probe, whilst the scattered fraction,
referred also as "electron skirt", usually spreads
over a radius several orders of magnitude larger
than the probe diameter.
Second, the important
react ions between signals and gas are yet to be
explored. This paper concentrates on the reaction
between electrons and gas and, in particular, on
the charge generation and distribution (including
deposit. ion and collect ion) from signal-electrons
emanating from the beam-specimen interact. ions and
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regicns are denoted by the ~ "light" (L), while
the x-rays by X.
An acronym may ccnsist of three letters pertaining to the energy level, the type of carrier
and the source of the signal , in that order.
Thus, SED is read as "slow electrons fran object" ,
FED as "fast electrons fran object" etc. FEP read
as "fast electrais fran probe" may be abbreviated
to EP, i.e. "electrons fran probe", since the
probe electrons are cnly fast ones.
CF.G read as
"cascade electrais fran gas" may be abbreviated to
CE, i.e. "cascade electrons", since they occur
cnly in the gas (for an- purposes in the ESEM).
To canplete the system and raoove ambiguities, we may canbine different acronyms to denote the origin of one signal fran another, when
necessary.
The direct (or practically direct)
production of one signal fran another is denoted
by a hyphen (-), the indirect produc.ticn through
intermediate stages is denoted by ( ~) , while the
one characterized by lx>th direct and indirect
stages is denoted by (l><).
Thus,
according
to
this
terminology,
SEG-FED><EP (read as "slow electrais fran gas, directly caused by fast electroos fran object, directly and indirectly caused by electrons fran
probe") are the slow (1.e. the ccnventional seccndary) electrons produced fran the gas by the icnizing acticn of the fast (1.e. ccnventional backscattered) electrons fran object , caused by the
unscattered electron probe. Similarly, CFP<FED><EP
are the avalanche gaseous electrais c:onnected to
the useful (1 .e. image producing) fast electroos
fran the object; the FED first prcxiuc.e SEG, which,
in turn, start electron avalanches in the presence
of a strong electric field; the resulting CE may
have a broad distribution of energies outside the
50 eV limit. The CFP<EP' (reading "cascade electrons directly and indirectly caused by scattered
electrons fran probe") are icnizaticn electrcns
ccntributing only to the backgrcxmd noise of the
image.
This is only a brief note an the new terminology, essential for this paper, and a ioore de-tailed justification of it can be found in the
paper intrcducing it
(Danilatas, 1990b); the
reader i.uuld be helped by referring to it.

fran electrais emanating fran the beam-gas interact icn.
This study has been necessitated fran the
need to understand, design and qierate an efficient gaseous detectcr device (GDD) , the fundamentals of which have been presented separately (Danilatas, 1990b). The main PW'Jl098 of this paper
is to present the deri vat icn of equat icns g,verning the charge density and current distributicns,
as they occur in the bulk of the gas and as they
are detected by two parallel electrodes defining a
uniform electric field.
To simplify the basic
derivaticns, the top electrcde is a disk with a
hole at its center and is pasitiooed at the plane
of the final pressure limiting aperture, i.e. it
is integrated with the aperture grid. The lx>ttan
electrode is a coaxial disk placed at the specimen
level and, again for simplicity, is integrated
with the specimen . Throughout this work, we wi 11
mainly be dealing with two functicns of current:
(a) The point current density denoted by j(r ,D),
i.e. the current per unit area at a given point on
an electrcde at radial · distarx:.e r fran the axis of
the system, with D the inter-electrcde separaticn.
(b) The disk current I(r,D) derived fran the
previous functicn by integraticn fran O to radius
r . We will examine, in turn, the charge distributicn of an electron beam, electron skirt, fast and
slow electrais fran object in vacuum and in gas,
at low and at high electric field. The equaticns
of gaseous gain and charge c:onservation for the
ESEM will also be presented.
Terminology
In the vacuum SEM, we are already faced with
a large number of acronyms describing the various
signals. For example, we have SE-I (high resolut icn seccodary electrais (SE) produced by the incaning electron beam at the specimen) , SE-II (secondary electrais generated by the backscattered
electrons (BSE), as they exit fran the specimen
surface), SE-III (seccodary electrons generated by
BSE at the pole piece) and SE-IV (seccodary electrons generated by the electron beam in the electron optics column) (Peters, 1982).
It has been
shown by Danilatas (1990b) that the number of
types of SE, BSE and tiiotcns is greatly increased
in the ccnditicns of ESEM. As a result, it to01ld
be difficult to mem::ri:zs all these types by a numerical system, or by ackHticn of a large number
of new arbitrary acronyms . An attempt has been
made to rational i:zs a new terminology, a sunmary
of which is given here.
The basic sources, fran which signals are
produced, are the probe (P), object (0), gas (G),
walls (W) and scattered probe (P').
There are three basic types (or carriers) of
signals, namely, electrais (E), gaseous ions (I)
and rays (R) , the latter being al 1 types of photons in the visible and invisible regicns.
A further differentiaticn of signals is
according to their energy: For electrons , these
having energies less than 50 eV are said to be
slow (S), while the others are said to be fast
(F) .
The cascade, or avalanche, electrons
appearing in a gaseous discharge are designated as
"cascade" (C) electrons.
For photons, these in
the infra-red, visible and near ultra-violet

Electron Probe
For canpariscn purposes, we may describe the
electron probe current density distributicn with a
Gaussian distributicn functicn. As the beam propagates through the gas, it can be assl.llD3d that
electrons are raooved uniformly fran it and the
distribution retains its fonn.
The intensity of
the beam is decreased expcnentially by a factor
exp(
where m is the average number of electron
collisions with the gas per incident electron,
and, hence, the probe distribution is

-m) ,

j(r) = ~ ( r:
2nc

where lb

2c

-m)

···EP

is the incident electron beam current

prior to its entry in the gas and c the starxiard
deviation.
The current I(r) ccntained within a disk of
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radius r is
Beam

I(r) = s:j(r')2nr'dr'

PLA

(2)

z
I(r)

(3)

Electron Skirt
The electrons removed from the original beam
propagating through the gas form a kind of a
"skirt" around the probe (Dani latos, 1988). It is
of fundamental importance to determine the elec.tron density distribution in the skirt , as thi s
might have a decisive effect on the probe profile
and, hence, on the =ntrast and resolution of the
instrument . The electron scattering by gas in the
scanning electron microscope has been examined
theoretically for the case of single scattering
(Moncrieff et al . , 1979) .
However, the =ncl us ions from that examination were restricted to
appl y only to the outer regions of the e l ectron
skirt , whereas it was further reported by Moncrieff et al. (1979) that the useful probe doubled
its original diameter, as the pressure was raised;
this was observed experimentally by scanning the
beam across a sharp edge.
The difference bet ween
theore ti ca lly derived and experimentally measured
profiles was attributed to the fact that only
s ingle scattering was =ns idered. To clarify this
outstanding quest ion, a rigorous theoretical and
experimental survey was undertaken by Dani l atos
(1988), who =nsidered the ca_- of plural scat tering.
The =nclusion of this survey was that
the density of the skirt was orders of magnitude
weaker than the unscattered fraction remaining in
the original spot, throughout the entire range of
the skirt, i.e. including the immediate vicinity
of the useful probe spot.
This =ncl usion was
=nfirmed by careful experimental measurements,
and the experimental observations by Moncrieff et
al. were questioned .
The analytical method used for phu-a l scattering is quite complex to apply and it was restricted only to monatomic gases, namely to argon.
Its application to molecular gases is further complicated by the complex expressions of the differential cross-sect ions required.
As the main
=nclusions arrived at from the study of electron
skirts in argon are believed to be val id also in
other gases, we only need estimates of the widths
of the skirts in different gases for the pw~pose
of finding the relative importance of these widths
to the distributions of charge from the various
signals from the specimen.
To easily achieve
this, below, we re-consider the use of analytical
expressions from single scattering theory, which
is much simpler for routine cal cul at ions with molecular gases, such as nitrogen, usually found in
the ESEM .
First, a comparison of the results from plural scattering with those from single scattering
theory is made. It can be easily shown (Moncrieff
et al., 1979; Danilatos, 1988) that the probability V(r)2n:ror to find an electron scattered
within an elementary annulus 2n:ror is

Fig. 1 An electron in the beam passing the pressure limiting aperture PIA undergoes a =llision
between z and z+dz and is scattered through an
angle e in the interval oe (i .e . in the solid
angle oQ) to finally strike a plane between rand
r+or.

where n is density of gas particles, aT the total
scattering cross-section of the gas and the other
geanetrical parameters are explained in Fig. 1.
From this figure we also find that
roe
sinecose

or

and

8Q

2n:sin08e

(5)

The average number m of =llisions per electron is
given by
(6)

and, thus,

the electron density at a distance r
from the axis is

j(r)

ml
JD
=----¾exp(752)~in 0cos0dz
a Dr
o
2

.. ·EP' (7)

T

where the differential cross-section da/dQ is usually expressed as a function of angle e, which in
terms of z is
(8)
An analytical derivation of the differential crosssection has been presented by Lenz (19.54) and
adapted by Jost and Kessler (1963) and Dani latas
(1988). The differential cross-section is the sum
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of an e l astic and an inelastic term .
the e l astic term i s

do e

For atcms,

Al.

/Z=18,

(9)

~

E=10000, J=15.75,

6

m=11
1

......

0.9 ....

C)

0

0.8 ~
0.7 ::0

>
__,
0
....J

and t he inelastic term

C

do i

( 10)

~

0.5 a.

0.4 ~
;:
0.3 ~
~
0.2 E

-6
-8

:0

_g
0

a: -10

where
0

0

0

= A/2n:IR

(11)

0.1
-,2.....___..-;::;_.,.......,____..._.....,_➔ 0
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2

= J / 4E

(12)

Log(reduced radius, p)

E

-g...

0.6

~ -2
"C
-4

c3

and
2
4
\ Z{l+E/511(X)())
4n:4a 2

A

Fig . 2 Probabi l ity (V) and c umul ative probability
(L) distribution functions versus reduced 1-adius
in the singl e scattering and in the oligoscattering regimes.

(13)

H

wit h\ the electron wave l e ngth given by
From Eq . (7) we obtain for the total current
within a disk of radius r

(14)

and E the e l ectt-on beam acce lerating voltage in
eV, J the ionization e neq;,,y of the gas in eV, 1R
the atom radius and a H the Bohr radius. The atom

I(r) = r:j (r ')2n:r'dr'

It can be shown, as is actually expected, that in
the o l igo-scattei-ing regime, where m<3,

radi us may be derived from (Burge and Smith, 1962)
IR =

where

f (0)
e

is

[f

a ] 112
e

the

(15)

(O)~

amp! i tude

for

ll
nm

f (0)f (0) s in(qr nm )
n
m
qr

b

· · · EP'

(19)

drawn from Dani Jatos (1988) in Fig. 2 toget her
with new ones ca l c ul ated from Eqs. (7) and (18)
above.
The case i s for argon with E=l(X)()O eV,
J =15 . 75 eV and m=l.
In t hi s figure, the curves
have been plotted versus a reduced radial distance
p that re l ates to the real radial di stance r as

where q=4n:sin(0/ 2)/ \ , rn m is t he inter-atomic distance between atoms n and m and f (0) is the scatn

tering amplitude for the n
atom, and is given by
Eq . (9) . The =rresponding inelastic term may be
taken, as a good approximation , equal to t he s um
of a ll atomic differential cross- sect ions in the
molecule
(molecules)

j(r')2m- 'dr' = I (1- - m)

l a ti ve probability (i. e. L=I(r) / Ib) have been re-

(molecul es) (16)

nm

th

0

The term e - m i s the fraction of electron beam that
surv ives wi thout scatte ring.
In order to compare resu lts from previous
work using p l w-a l scattering theory, the curves of
probability d i stribution Ci .e . j(r)/ Ib) and c umu-

e lectrons.
For molecules, the e l astic differential cross::ection i s (Ma&-sey, 1969)

ddoQe =

J

(j)

I(r) =

scattering

(18)

.. ·EP'

(20)
The var i ous equations depend only on the r atio r/D
and only weakly on the e l ectrcn beam energy, if
expressed in terms of this reduced radius (Jost
and Kessler, 1963). Cl ose examination of the two
sets of cw-ves s hows that e lectrons are removed
from areas of medium radial distances , as we go
from s ingl e scattering to plural scattering; that
i s there are more e l ectrons c lose to the axis and
in ' the outer reg i ons of the ski1-t as m increases.
The difference i s more pronotmced with the cumul ative probabilities.
It is interesting t o note

(17)

The a=uracy and = nditions , under which the above
f o;mul ae are val id, have been summari zed together
with a tabulation of var i ous =nstants f or a sel ect ion of gases e lsewhe r e (Danilatos, 1988). From
the differential cross sect i ons, the tot a l crosssections can be eas il y found.
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that the latter difference decreases towards the
outer region, so that if we were interested in the
overal 1 width of the skirt, the single scattering
the:>ry would pro:iuce a clcse result. However, if
we were to consider widths at half of the total
scattered current (i.e. at I(ro)/2), then the two
methods may yield significant differences, depending on the value of m.
Generally, the two
methods pro:iuce similar results that approach each
other as m--0.
It should be pointed out that the distributions in Fig. 2 are for an infinitely thin electron beam, or for sufficient distance away from a
finite width beam . They only represent the scattered fraction of electrons and, hence, the cumulative probability reaches only the value of 0.63,
of which the difference from unity is simply the
1

unscattered fraction (e- ) remaining on the axis
of the system.
To see the effect on the profile
of a finite beam in the immediate neightorhocd of
the beam, one must combine the distribution of Eq.
(7) with that of the beam given by Eq. (1). This
has been done for plural scattering and found that
the intensity of the scattered fraction is atout
two orders of magnitude less than the intensity of
the unscattered fraction with a beam having
c=0.0001 reduced units at m=l (see Danilatos,
1988).
Therefore, the single scattering theory
would produce an even greater difference, as the
distribution curve 1 ies lower at short distances
(see Fig. 2). The relative difference of intensity between the probe and skirt in the immediate
vicinity of the probe is greater the smaller the
probe diameter.
In conclusion, toth theories as
wel 1 as experiment agree that the unscattered fraction from the original spot can be separated out
from the broad and weak skirt ;
in addition,
we
may use the single scattering equations to make
estimates of the overall width and behavior of the
skirt towards its outer regions .
Profiles for molecular nitrogen have been
computed at 10 keV by use of Eqs. (7) and (18) ,
fran which the reduced radius with 50% and 90% of
the total skirt current have been calculated in
the range O<m<3; the 1 imi t m=3 corresponds to 95%
of the beam being scattered.
In toth cases, the
widths increase little versus m, as follows:
p(50%) = 0 . 052+0.013m

(21)

p(90%) = 0.61+0.09m

(22)

Fig . 3 The FED originating from O have a c ur1-ent
density j in the ne ightorhocd of point (R,e), or
(R,h), and the ionization charge produced in the
volume element oAdh flows between the anode (A)
and cathode (C) in the e lementary column at B.
this value .

This is allowed as an approx imation,
(21) and (22) depend weakly on accelerating voltage . The total cross-section strongly depends on the beam energy;
at E=lOOOO eV,

because Eqs.

aT=5. 7x10

19

4.128D+l.503xl0
r(90%)

20

pD<2

(23)

The FED are distributed toth over energy and
solid angle as they emerge from the beam-specimen
interaction. This property is formally expressed
by the derivative of the FED coefficient T) with
2

respect to energy E and solid angle Oas dT) / dEd0,
which is a characteristic function of the specimen . We can initially consider the distribution
of FED only over solid angle, irrespective of
energy . Such a distribution depends toth on the
material and, mainly, on the topography of the
specimen, i.e. on the angle of incidence of the
beam on the specimen surface.
Two cases of di stri but.ion are considered in this work:
First ,
the wel 1 known cosine c!istribut ion, which describes normal beam incidence (see, for example,
Reimer, 1985), is used as a basis to determine all
relevant ionization currents.
However, the same
details of derivation are applicable with any
other distribution. Thus, because the cosine distribution describes a well JXJ]ished surface, the
tmiformdistribution being a more "realistic" ave-

pD<2

(24)

a pD
T

The equations presented are all

Fast Electrons From Object

a pD
T

r(50%)

2

m .

approximations giving gocd estimates, but, eventually experimenta l measurements should be used to
determine precise values once and for al 1.
The
theoretical considerations presented can form a
basis, and the ESD1 provides a new precision instrument for measurements in parti c le impact
phenomena.

By combining Eqs. (6), (14), (20), (21) and (22)
and substituting various constants (T=293 K), we
find the dependency of width in practical terms as

0.354D+2.174xl0

-21

The atove equations are valid in SI units except E
that is expressed in eV; The electron beam energy
was not replaced with E=lOOOO eV, as it should,
but rather left as a parameter to be varied around
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the relations r-RsinEI and n-Rr::.asEI
were used, while the factor Q is introduced to
simplify the many e,qressions, in which it is frequently encountered. As both F.qs. (26) and (27)
describe current densities at a point, the letter
j has been used in both cases for simplicity; the
aaxmpmying si:ilerical cocrdinates will signify
that we describe the density in space, whereas the
cylindrical cnes refer to a oorizcntal plane
(here, the electrode) .
By integrating J(r)2Rrdr between O and r we
find the current collected by a disk electrode:
In the above,

Beem

PLA

8

A

. . ·FHl

I(r,D) • rytlb[l - ~ 2]

(28)

For a given annular collector with fixed radii r 1
C

0

and r 2 there is a

r

I

case is also considered towards the end of
this paper, without repeating the same steps of
derivations. For the cosine fwiction we have:

can easily derive the curFID at a point with polar
the point of beam incidence
found to be:

case

R0 · • ·FID
(26)
2
nR
where the current density is designated as a vector along the direction of the unit position ve-

R0 •

Here,

■ ax

t b

N(R,EI) ~ j(R,El)pS
e

we ccnsider both FEDxEP and

nR2

(27)

2) 1/2
~2

ijl IbphS

(31)
1t(r2+h2)312

I.et us consider the case of a uniform electric field between two plane electrodes where the
charge carriers, i.e. pa;itive icns and electrais,
drift . in q:ipasite directicns tCMards the electrodes.
D.le to thermal agitation, the charges

where

(1 +

(30)

is the electrcn charge.
The icnizaticn
efficiency S is a reduced factor to be distinguished fran the icnizaticn efficiency c.oefficient s
(1 .e. number of ionizaticns per unit length) and
to which relates by S=s/p . The ~ are the fast
electrais fran gas, lm::Mn as 6-rays (e .g. C.orscn
and Wilsen, 1948), but they caistitute a small
fraction of all the electrais I-t"'(Xluced fran gas,
which are usual! y SEX; .
The charge (positive or negative) 831')erated
at a point in the gas per unit volwne per unit
time is, therefore,
ry I pScos8

Q =

... (S&F)BJ-FID

where e

eN = _t_b_ __

.. ·FID

(29)

as:

FEDxEP'. The FID due to the electrcn beam skirt
aoerge frcm an area of the order of tens of micrcns, which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the siz.e of the electrodes, or the region
in the gas, over which they nonnally travel;
hence , initially, they may all be ccnsidered as
caning fran a point source.
The current density due to FID at point B on
the top plane electrode A (see Fig . 4), i.e. the
current per unit area of electrode, at a radial
distance r frcm the optical axis and a vertical
distance D fran the specimen is
j(r,D) =

= { fr?
• 1· 2

The equa.t icns developed above are applicable
to FID both in vacuum and gaseous ccoditions, JrOvided that, in the latter case, the number of
scattering events per FID is kept low, so that the
total deflection of electrais is small c.aupared to
the siz.e of detection electrode and the distance
traveled by them. In a gas, a certain 1-1 opct t ion
of collisions results in ionizations. The function of primary ionization rate N(R,EI), i.e the
number of ionizaticns per unit volwne per unit
time at point (R,EI) in the gas, arising fran the
direct action of the FID , relates to the pressure
p and to the ionization efficiency S (1.e . ntlllber
of ionizations per unit pressure per unit length),

where El is the scattering angle frcm the nonnal of
the specimen surface and ryt the total FID coeffi-

ctor

D

FID in Gas, law Field

(25)

ry I

at a

■ ax

rage

j(R,8) =

Iaax

distance D

Fig. 4 Schaoatic defining the parameters for FID
current received by electrode A.

cient . Fran this, we
rent density j due to
cocrdinates (R,EI) frcm
(see Fig. 3). This is

maximum current

(27')
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als::> diffuse outwards at a certain rate depending
on the intensity of the field, the gas pressure
and the nature of gas. This effect is orders of
magnitude less pronounced for the positive ions,
because their temperature does not significantly
exceed that of the neutral gas, whereas the electrons are much less thermally coupled with the gas
and, as a result, their temperature significantly
rises, as they gain energy fran the external
field .
We may further restrict the case under
consideration, where the conditions of field, gas,
pressure and distance D are such that the magnitude of the outward diffusion is within fraction
of a mm, whereas the electrcx:les extend over several mm or more; also, here, the field is low and
does not trigger any avalanches frcm the ionization electrons prc:rluced by FFD, but is strong
enough to result in complete collect ion of all
electrons and ions generated by the FFD (condition
of saturation ionization current). The extent of
radial diffusion of electrons is considered later
in this paper and a review of related theories has
been presented by Danilatos (1990b) .
Total ionization current
Under these conditions, we can calculate the
ionization current density arriving at the top (or
bottan) electrode.
First, we consider the total
current induced by both electrons and ions in the
gas ,
This is done by integrating the current
generated in an elementary column between the two
electrcx:les at point B (see Fig. 3):
J(r,D) =

J0eNdh
0

=

pSJD
~
TJ I

,.

0

electron is responsible for a fraction (D-h)/D and
the ion for a fraction h/D of the total pulse induced; the total charge that flows in the external
circuit is e . Because the electrons and the ions
have different nobilities in the gas, which differ
typically by three orders of magnitude, it may be
necessary to consider the respective signals induced separately. For example, the time of flight
of a particular charge between electrodes determines the frequency response of the system, and we
need to know the relative magnitude of the electron and ion contributions.
The simple counting
methcx:i fails to supply the correct answers.
Therefore, we resort to first principles of the
theory of electricity as follows :
Two basic equations are used.
The first:
(35)

I= qu/D

relates the induced current I by the moving charge
q with velocity u between electrodes at distance

D, and the second:
(36)

j = pu

relates the velocity with the current density at a
point and with the charge density p at the point.
Thus, in the column element with base c5A and
height dh at point h (see Fig. 3) the negative
charge is p (h)dhc5A, which, moving with drift ven

locity u , induces a current doI in the external
n

hdh
(r2+h2 )312

c ircuit
(32)

up (h)dhoA

doI =

·· ·S(E&I)G-FED

(37)

_n_n--=--

D

The electron charge density at a point his found

(33)

by adding a l 1 the contributions of electrons generated in the column at points h' with h' <h . The
rate of charge prcx:iuction in the volume element
dh'oA is eN(h')dh'oA and, by the continuity principle, this charge crosses the area at point hat
the same rate

Here , the electrons and ions frcm the gas directly
produced by the FED are regarded as simply drifting in the gas without multiplication .
The corresponding total current within a disk
of radius r is given by

dj(h)oA = eN(h')dh'oA
Canbining Eqs. (36) and (38)

J

l>B

(38)

find

h

Negative (or electron) ionization current
The derivations of ionization currents above
were based on the simple methcxi of counting the
total number of electrons arriving at the top
electrode, which is equal to the total number of
positive ions arriving at the bottan electrode.
As has been discussed elsewhere (Danilatos, 1990b;
1990c), the signal detected at each electrode is
actually generated by induction only during the
mot icn of charges between electrcx:les, whereas the
current in the external circuit, due to a charged
particle , ceases to flow , when the particle arrives at the respective electrode. The total signal induced on either electrode is due to both
ions and electrons. When an electron/ion pair is
forIIEd at some point h fran the bottan electrode
(see Fig . 3), the electron travels a di.s tance D-h
to coo electrode and the ion a distance h to the
other electrode. In a unifonn electric field, the

p Ch)=!
n

U

n

0

eN(h')dh'

(39)

(40)
Hence, Eq . (37) becanes

J
h

doI = dhoA

D

eN(h')dh'

o

(41)

By integrating Eq. (41) with respect to h frcm 0
to D, we find the total current induced at the

electrode by the charge in the elementary column .
Because this current is collected by an area oA ,
the
current
density
at
the electrcx:ie
is
j(r,D)=oI/ oA:
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D

j(r,D) =

which, after integration, yields

h

Io

g11 I 0 eN(h')dh'

(42)

·· · SEC-FED

···SIG-FED

After integrating we find

(48)

Similarly, by integration, the corres!X)nding
disk current is found to be

···SEC-FED (43)

The corresponding disk current is found to be

2t

1~

I(r,D) = DtibpDS ( 1 - Q +

+

r2

r)

(D) l°fi(l+Q)
···SEC-FED

···SIG-FED
(44)

The positive ions move in the opposite direct ion to that of electrons and, because they also
have opposite charge, they induce a current in the
same direction as that by the electrons.
We can
confirm that by swnming Eqs. (43) and (48) we find
the same total current as that given by Eq. (33) .
Although one could derive the equations for positive ions by simply subtracting the ones for electrons fran the total current, the derivation and
result are presented above both for theoretical
canpleteness and for easy engineering reference.
The total space charge density is found by
algebraically summing Eqs . (40) and (46'):

For later derivations, it is instructive to
note that we can arrive at the same result as Eq.
(42) as follows:
Il1e column element dhc5A at h produces a current eN(h)dhoA that is constant in the column for
h' >h.
This current corresp:>nds to a constant
charge density dp =dj(h') / u for h'>h, which is
n

n

dp

eN(h)dh
n

V

Due to this part. ial

n

density,

a partial current

2

p(r,h) = Dt~bpS[(~

d c5I is induced
d2c5I =

+ ~)
p

dh'oA v

dp
n

n

1
2

2

112 -

(h +r )

1
1
u LQ - v r]
p

eN(h)dhdh'oA

n

D

(49)

n

(50)

D

SID in Gas, lDw Field

j(r,D) =

~!

Il1e slow e lectrons fran object, in the presence of gas and low external uniform field, collide with the gas molecules without ionizing it
and acquire a steady drift velocity in the direc::tion of the field. Due to thermal agitation, they
also diffuse radially, so that by the time they
reach the upper electrode, a fraction of them is
located within a disk of radius r. This fraction
has been calculated by Huxley and Zaa=u (1949)
and their result is adapted as follows:
If the
slow electron yield coefficient is c5 t, then c5 t Ib

D

= LeN(r,h)(l- B)dh

(45)

which, after integration, yields the same result
as Eq. (43).
Positive ionization current
Along the same lines, we can derive the corresponding equations for the i:;ositive ion density
and current . Taking care of the I imi ts of integrations and replacing the electron drift velocity
with the ion drift. velocity u , we find

current originates at the specimen surface, and
the cu1Tent I(r, D) reaching the anode within r is

p

···SID

D

p

p

(h)

=.!.I eN(h')dh'
U

p

where V is the applied potential, k Boltzmann's
constant, T absolute temperature and £ is the
ratio of thermal energy of electrons to the thermal energy of the host gas molecules.
Values of
the latter factor have been canpi led from the
literature by Danilatos (1990b) .
The diameter
within which the majority of electrons arrive at
the top e lectrode can vary greatly, but, for mast
practical cases, it is of the order of mm . Thus,
al 1 the SID due to both the useful probe and the
sk irt can be considered as originating from a
small region, i .e. a !X)int.
The co1Tes!X)nding current distribution can be
found by a si mpl e differentiation with respect to

(46')
Il1e current induced is given by corres!X)nding
equations
D

j(r , D)

Io

D

O

g11 IheN(r,h')dh'

(51)

(46)

h

= r eN(r,h)B dh
00

···SIG-FED

(47)
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rand then by division by 2nr:
Beam

.
J(r,D)

<\ lb [ eV
2nD2Q2 2kT£

=

1]

V
]
+ Q exp ;TE: (1-Q)

···SED

A

PLA

[

(52)

SED in Gas, High Field
Tota 1 current
When the external field is sufficiently
strong to impart enough energy to the drifting
electrons to ionize the gas, it can be easily
shown (see review by Dani latas, 1990b) that the
total current I in the external circuit increases
by a factor
I

e

8T
t b

O'.D

D
h
C

0

(53)

· · ·C(FlU)"'5EO

Fig. 5 The SED originating from O multiply in an
avalanche (dotted 1ines), as they drift towards A
by the field and outwards by thermal agitation.

where a is the first Townsend coefficient.
This
represents the total effect of both electrons and
ions in the steady state condition, i .e when we
al low enough time for the slower positive ions to
reach the cathode.
The avalanche of electrons
reaching the top electrode has the same radial
distribution as the SED at low field, i.e . as
given by Eqs . (51) and (52) according to Townsend
and Tizard (1913).
The positive ions do not
spread by any appreciable am:JUI1t any further as
they move to the bottom electrode.
Therefore, we
only have to multiply these equations by the gain

The inducecl c urrent in the external circuit by the
electrons in the s lab i s

factor eao. However, if we need to know the contribution of the electrons separately fran that of
the positive ions, we have to establish the corresponding gain factors as follows:
Electron c urrent
In an analogous manner as previously , we need
to define a linear charge de nsity A (h)

(60)

dl =
By integra ting Eq.

(59) from O to D, we find the
total current inducecl by the electrons alone, and
the corresponding amplification factor:

Positive ion current
The e lectrons create p:,si ti ve ions a long
their path to the anode, but the ions thus formed
do not further ionize the gas as they drift
towards the cathode.
In addition, they do not
diffuse out.ward in any significant amount, because
their £ factor is close to unity for the fields
frequently used in the ESFM . The linear density
of positive ions A Ch) again satisfies a relation

(54)

where dq is the electron charge in a slab of
thickness dh at h (see Fig. 5). Because dh=v dt,
n

for the e lectron current

I

n

crossing a

p

plane at h
I (h) = v A (h)
n

n n

I

(55)

n

= al dh
n

n

ot I b ea h

V

p

where I

p

p

is the positive ion current flowing at h.

This is due to al 1 ions from h' >h, which are
formed at the same rate as the corresponding electrons. For a slab db' at h' this rate is simply
given by Eq. (56) as

(56)

from which the current of electrons at his:
I Ch)

(61)

A (h) = __E_

The increase of e lectrons in the slab is represented by

dl

(59)

D

n

we get

VA (h)dh
_n_n_ __

dl

(57)

p

dI

n

al db' = ao I eah'db'
n

t

b

(62)

from which

and thus

A

n

Ch)

ot I b O'.h
--e
V

(63)
(.58)

n

Substitution of this result in Eq. (61) leads to
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(64)

Beem

PLA

B

A

Finally, the current induced by the oov ing ixxsit i ve charge is found by integration as

I

I

DdI

0

=

ID
0

VA (h)dh
~P___,_P~ -

D

D
(65)
which is the gain factor for the avalanche ions
due to SFD . We can immediately confirm that, by
adding the results of F.qs. (60) and (65) , we produce the result of F.q. (53), as expec.ted . It is
worthwhile noting that the gain factor for electrons includes the contribution to it of the original electrons (i.e . SFD), which is equal to
unity, whereas the factor for ixxsitive ions is
entirely due to the ionization of the gas.

0

r

Sr

Fig. 6 Schematic of the parameters for the derivation of distribution equation for CE;><FEO. A FED
originating fran O starts avalanches with the
ionizing collisions along its track.

FEO in Gas, High Field
radius r is

As we have seen, the FEO have enough energy
their own to create a primary, or initial ,

of
ionization in the gas, mainly the S(E&I)G-FEO. In
the presence of a strong enough field, t he SEG-FEO
pro:luce secondary, or additional, i o ni mt ion as
they drift towards the anode. Each SEG-FEO starts
a new avalanche that spreads according t o F.q . (51)
with a gain similar to F.qs . (53), (60) and (65),
but properly modified to take into account the
variable position of the starting point (see
Fig. 6) .
The general case is quite complex to
express analytically, but for the present purp::rses, it would be sufficient to consider the simple
case where the spread of the avalanches is confined within a small diameter column, in which we
can integrate the total effect. Again we distinguish three cases:
Tot.al current
In a similar fashion, the total cwTent
induced by the moving electrons and ions can be
easily found by counting the number of e lectrons
reaching the anode .
This calculation yi e lds the
correct answer, if we wait enough time for the
ixxsitive ions to canplete the circuit.
The
element in the column of Fig. 6 produces an initial current. eN(r,h)dhdA, which is then amplified

I(r,D)
· ··C(E&I)ceFEO

It is worthwhile noting that F.q. (68) is
valid even if the spread of each individual avalanche is greater than the area 6A of the elementary column, but much smaller than the area of the
disk electrode.
This is because j(r,D)6A=6I,
where 61 is the current induc.ro in the external
circuit by al 1 the avalanches starting inside the
elementary column, but may spread outside the
boundaries of it, as it develo(:B towards the
anode.
Electron current
By fol lowing the same reasoning as in previous sections, we can derive the separate contributions to the induced cw-rent by the electrons
and ions .
Cmitting the intermediate ste(:B, but
subject to the same conditions as in the previous
sect ion for the total current, we finally find
D

j(r,D) =

by a factor e<XCD-hl, so that the point current
density is found by integrating over the height of
the element

(69)

(66)

2T) t

by a

· · ·CE;><FEO

(70)

· · ·CE;><FEO

(71)

TI1e disk current is

· · ·C(E&I)ceFEO (67)
current col lect.ed

eN(r,h)cx~(ecx<o-hJ_1)dh

j(r,D)

f eN(r,h)ecxco-hJdh
0

The tot.al

J
0

0

j(r) =

(68)

I(r,D) =

disk of

Ip.SID
b
cxD

[1 0
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Pasi Live ion current
The derivation of the equations for positive
ions is a little rrore complicated, but it follows
the same reasoning.
Qnitting the details here,
the final equations are as follows.
The point current density is
D

j(r,D) = LeN(r,h)[ecx(D-hl(1- at)+

J]dh

· ··SIG-FEO

(76)

The situation for a high retarding field that
causes avalanche amplification is, somehow , diffe(72)

rent.

An analysis shows that the factor eo:(D-hl

in the Eqs. (66)-(74) should be replaced with ecxh
Therefore, for the total signal we have
j(r ,D)

T/tibpSJo
j(r,D) = -n-- o
· · ·CI"'FEO

(73)

2T) I pSJD
t b
[1o:D
O

· · ·C(E&I)"'FEO (77)

a nd

Finally, the disk current is

I(r,D)=

heo:hdh
(r2+h2)312

I(r ,D)
h
] [eo:(D-hl (cill-1 )+l]clh
( r 2+h 2 ) 112
CI"'FEO

· · ·C(E&I)"'rrD

(78)

(74)
For the signal induced by electrons onl y we
have

TI1e same =nd it ion app 1 i es for Eqs . (70) and
(73), namely, that the avalanche widths are not
appreciably greater than the width of the = lumn
of integration.
However, Eqs. (71) and (74) are
always valid, provided that the disk radius i s
much greater than the avalanche spread.

T)IpSD

J

t b
J. ( r, D) = ~

k

2 h 2 3/2 (e ah -l ) dh
+h )
· · ·CEO<FEO

(79)

and

FEO in Gas with SID-Retarding Field
Al 1 previous analysis was clone with the f ielJ
assumed to be in a direction that accelerates al 1

I(r ,D)

electrons away fran the specimen, i.e. fran the
bot.tan electrode towards the top electrode.
If
the electric fi e ld is reversed with sufficient
intensi t.y, then the SED wi 11 be retarded back t o
speci men, leaving only the FEO as the active component for signal generation.
The S(E&I)G-FEO will simply rrove in opposite
direct.ions , and the Eqs . (32), (33) and (34) for
the total ionizat. ion current are val id also for
the present case, except that the current. wi 11
flow in the opposite sense. However, the individual components for electrons and ions have different equations, when the polarity of the field is
reversed: Because each of these species of charge
carriers rroves in an opposite direction, they
simply e'-::change their travel paths and, because
their equat. ions depend on the travel paths in the
uniform fie 1d ,
their =rresponding equat ions
should be simply exchanged; one can confirm this
=nclusion by following the same steps of derivat. ion by use of the induct ion theory.
Thus, the
equation for electrons is

···SEG-FEO

o

2T)t:;pSJ: [1- (r 2+:2 ) 11 2] (eo:h_1)
· · · CEO<FEO

Finally,
have

(80)

for the s igna l induced by ions unly

h'e

j(r,D)
· · ·CI<><FEO

(81)

and
2 I pSJo
I(r ,D)= T/t b
[1cxD

O

h
(r2+ti2)

] [eo:h (cill-1 )+l]dh
112

· · ·CI<><FEO

(82)

Ioni za tion from Electron Beam
The e lectrons fran probe and fran skirt produce ionization before the be.am strikes the si:-ecimen and hence the produced cw-rent contributes
o nl y to the background noise.
The ionization is
confined within a relatively small radius and the
corresponding distributions will not be derived
here. For the present purposes, it wi 11 be suff i cient to si mply find the combined ioni zation current produced by the electron probe and the skirt

(75)

and for i ons
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together, at low and high field.
It. can be easily found that, at low field,
the total ionization current is
· ··S(E&I)G-E(P&P')

tion in the data published by various authors, the
above fonnulae provide satisfactory means for
engineering considerations.
The distribution of FFD over energy depends
mainly on the target material and is almost independent of the incident beam energy, provided that
the distribution is plotted as a reduced energy
W=E/Eb, where E is the FFD energy and Eb the beam

(83)

Tiie ionization current due to electrons only

is
· · ·SEG-E(P&P')

energy (Matsukawa et al., 1974). Let us consider
nonnal beam incidence on a copper specimen with a
flat surface.
For this case, the experimental
results by Matsukawa et al . have been fitted with
the empirical equation

(84)

The ionization current due to ions only is,
therefore, the same as in Eq . (84).
At high field, the total ionization current
is
lbp.S ( om

I = -a- e

-1

)

(85)

nie corresponding · current
trons only is

induced by elec-

· · ·CF,<,<E(P&P')

This equation does not include the fine stnJCture
(peaks) of the Auger electrons, or the low-loss
peak of the FFD, but it closely represents about
90% of the FFD . The error wi 11 be small , if Eqs.
(89), (90) and (91) are used to find a practical
mean for the ionization efficiency as:

(86)

Finally, the corresponding current induced by
ions only is

E

b
E .

<S>
· · ·CI""E(P&P')

(87)

out ear I ier, the distribution of ionization in the
bulk of the gas caused by FFD can be expressed by
the equations arrived at, provided that (a) the
FFD have high enough energy and Cb) undergo a
relatively sma.H number of collisions, so that
they do not lose significant energy and they are
not deflected significantly in the gas region
under consideration.
Clearly, the equations are
not
valid
for
relatively
high
(travel
distance)x(pres.sure) conditions and for the low
energy FFD, cases which need to be treated separate ly.
However , for a great many conditions of
design and applications of ESE1'1, we may proceed
with our derivations . The lower limit E . must

i

i

kT
0

(88)

p
i

In order to understand the relative magnitucles of the charge distributions in the ESE1'1, we
consider a typical case, namely, the use of nitrogen as the filling gas.
For this, data on the
ionization efficiency have been taken fran Engel
(1965) and Massey (1969) and fitted with empirical
equations in two ranges of energy as follows:
S(E) =485.63E

min

be much higher than the energy loss of a FFD
between two consecutive ionizing collisions . For
nitrogen, this energy loss (in the fonn of ionization, excitation etc . ) has a relatively constant
mean of 34. 6 eV for E> 2 keV, but varies at lower
energy (see literature surveys by Danilatos, 1988;
1990b). For example, an electron of 0.4 keV produces an average of 4 ionizations, but at 0.8 keV
it produces 13 ionizations, because a sharp
increase occurs fran 0.7 keV (Cbbine, 1941).
Therefore, E. =0.8 keV seems a reasonable choice.

1 3
O 7
' exp(-7.05E · )

for 0.02<E<0.3

(92)

~
E . dE
min

The main question here is with regard to the
lower limit of integration E., 1 n.
As was pointed

tion o . , which inter-relate as

p.S =

S(E)~
dE

J

Crucial to mcst of the derivations above is
their dependence on the ionizat. ion efficiency S,
which strongly depends on the electron energy and
the nature of gas.
This coefficient, or related
ones, c.an be found in the literature.
On many
occasions, information is given on the ionization
mean free path L . , or on the ionization cross-sec-

1

min
Eb

Ionization Efficiency

L i.

J

(89)

min

and

S(E) = AE- 8

•

1 .733E-

This choice also satisfies a limitation imx:x:sed by
the external potential between electrodes. Potentials up to 400 V have been used, and, therefore,
the trajectories of FFD with energies of the same
order (i.e. 400 eV) or lower will be affected.
·For E>0.8 keV we can use the simple Eq. (90)
in Eq.
(92) to arrive at
the analytical

O 062
·

for 0.3<E<30

(90)

where the energy is expressed in keV and all other
quantities in SI units.
As there is some varia-
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the gas (see e . g. Weston, 1968) .
This m1mmum
distance D corresponds to the minimum effective

expression :

m

ionizing potential of the gas V through the equam

<S>

tion
(95)

where the constant C can be readily calculated .
The significance of Emin in our calculations

and, thus, the actual gain factor G is

depends on the value of Eb through wmin=Emin/Eb .
(96)

Thus, taking T)t=0.31 for copper, we find that, for
~=l, only 31.6% of

FED contribute to the calcula-

tion of <S>, and C=l .11.
of

For

~ =2

where the correction factor f is

we have 79. 7%
V

FED contributing and C=l.34, for Eb=5 we have

86 . 2% and C=l. 4 7,

(97)

for Eb =10 we have 87 . 4% and
This becanes IOOre
significant at low voltage,
especially with the equation for SED .
This correct ion may be incorporated in all the relevant
equations, but its effect is found to be much
smaller than the uncertainties caused by other
effects, such as, for example, the purity of the
gas used .
This correct ion is not important for
the main features of the distribution functions
derived above.

C=l . 53 and for Eb =30 we have 88. 2% and C=l . 64.
Therefore,

for Eb>2 keV practically all the FED

that are accounted for by the Matsukawa et al .
distribution are included in the calculation of
the <S> . For Eb <2 the fraction of FED electrons
with E<E .

min

becanes significant.
The Gain Factor

Examples of Distribution
Another critical parameter in the equations
derived is the a-coefficient (first Townsend coefficient), which depends on the field, pressure and
nature of gas. A literature survey on derivations
for this coefficient together with tables of constants for various gases are presented elsewhere
(Danilatos, 1988) . A simple expression is

let us app ly sare of the equations to a typical case, for which we choose the fol lowing parameters . We use a 10 keV electron beam, for which
we can calculate <S> =0 . 38 from Eq . (93).
The
electron beam is described by a Gaussian distribu8

tion given by Eqs . (1) and (3) with c =l0- m. We
may a l so choose a pressure of p=lOOO Pa and distance D=0 .001 m. The parameter £ for nitrogen in
Eq . (51) presents the difficulty t hat it has been

(94)
where l> is the intensity of the electric field and
A and Bare constants of the gas; for nitrogen A=9
1/Pam and B=256.5 V/Pam in the range 75<l>/p<450.
Only the simple case of amplification factor
exp(-<XD) is considered here, because, under the
stable conditions sought, this describes quite
adequately the gaseous gain .
As the }'-processes
start appearing, a higher gain is achieved , but
the situation becanes quickly unstable .
The
y-pro:esses are various mechanisms whereby new
electrons are ejected from the cathcxie resulting
in new generations of electron avalanches in the
gas . These mechanisms operate singly or simultaneously and are responsible for the ultimate
breakdown of the discharge as we increase the
applied bias .
This regime ooght to be avoided,
and maximum amplification is preferred through the
gaseous amplification alone (i.e.
through the
a-proces.s). This situation has been discussed in
detai 1 together with an extended literature survey
elsewhere (Danilatos, 1990b).
A small correct ion to the gain factor may be
nore pertinent to briefly consider here, especially for the lower range of electrode bias. For a
given field, there is a minimum electrode separation, below which no gain can be achieved, l::ecause
the electron does not gain enough energy to ionize

o.
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Fig . 7 Total, electron and ion disk currents from
the primary ionization of FED , with the parameters

shown .
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Fig. 8 Total, electron and ion disk currents fran
the secondary (avalanche) ionization of FED, with
the parameters shown.
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parameters shown (retarding bias).
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Fig. 9 Total, electron and ion disk cwTent from
secondary (avalanche) ionization of SFD, with the
parameters shown.

Fig . 11 Si multaneous plot of normalized disk currents for beam, skirt, FED and SFD (cosine distribution of FED);
dotted 1 ines show the radii at
half maximum of current.

found tabulated for values of li>/p only up to 45
V/Pam (Dani latos, 1990b); as li>/p may well e,'(ceed
this value in the ESEM, an immediate remedy is to
extrap:ilate the avai !able data with the straight
line £=36.5+1.73(ls/p), but an actual relationship
should be established in futw·e work.
In al 1 the
fol lowing examples, to make the canparison easy,
we set the beam cwTent and the SFD and FED coefficients equal to tmity, i.e. Ib=l\=<\=1.
By use
the graphs
cwTent is
differer1ce

::J

~

0.3

CE::SEO

2
Disk radius rx 1000, m

.......

0.6

0.4

0

C
CD

The total ionization cwTent, i.e. the S(E&cI)G-FED
is not very high for this particular FED distri but ion and electrode configw·ation, and it takes
place within a few mm of radius.
By applying a bias V=400 volts to the electrodes, we obtain, through avalanche formation, a
multiplication of cwTent au:ording to Eqs. (68),
(71) and (74) as shown in Fig. 8.
We now note
that the ion ctuTent is much greater than the
e l ectron c w-rent and the total gain has inc1-eased
by more than a factor of ten over the initial
ionization cwTent.

of Eqs. (34), (44) a nd (49), we obtain
in Fig. 7. We note that the e lect1·on
higher than the ion current and the
is significant at small disk radius.
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Logarithm of grass gain versus pD for
cascade electrons and ions due to SED, with different fixed ancxle bias; dotted 1 ine corresponds to
m=l.
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Fig. 13 Logarithm of usefu l ga in versus pD for
cascade e l ectrons and ions due to SED, with different ancx:le bias.

By use of Eq. (51) in conjunction with Eq.
(53) for the total current, with Eq. (60) for- the
e lectron current and with Eq. (65) for the ion
current, we obtain the graphs in Fig. 9. The SED
achieve a relatively high gain of more than two
orde1~s of magnitude canpased predaninantly of ion
current.
The SED are distributed and amplified
within a small radius of about one mm .
By revers ing the applied bias and by use of
Eqs. (78), (80) and (82) we obtain the results
shown in Fig. 10 . The difference fran the "forward" biasing is that the distribution is now more
spread out in radius.
In order to canpare the range of act ion over
radius between various currents, simultaneous
plots of the electron probe by Eq. (3) and ski1~t
by Eq. (18), together with results for C(E&I)"'5ED
and C(E&I)"'FED, as above, are shown in Fig. 11 .
The abscissa shows the logarithm of radius and the
ordinate shows normalized values of the functions
of disk c urrent obtained by dividing the current
by its maximum value at the maximum radius used;
at this radius, all currents have reached their
saturation
maximum,
with
the
exception of
C(F.&I)"'FED which, however , for the present FED
distribution, is close enough to its saturation
value.
One consequence of the c.osine form of distribution on the gaseous currents connected to FED is
that these currents app1-oach a finite value, as we
increase the electrcxle radius.

equations must be simply weighted by the appropriate useful gain factors. Below, we ca l c ulate the
useful
gain factors for
the SED and FED
separate l y .
S low eleclrurJS from object
Fi1~st we cons ider the C(E&I)!O!SEQO<E(P&P'),
whi c h, starting fran the specimen surface, multiply a=rding to Eq. (96).
For a fixed voltage,
this ga in depends on the pn:x:luct pD and s hows a
maximum at sane c haracter isti c value of pD.
AL
the maximum we have the Stol etow condition:
(pD)

opt

V
= -

B

(Stoletow)

(98)

On a Log( G) ver-sus pD diagram , we can eas i l y show

that the maxima of gain li e on a straight line:
AV
Log(G)opt = O.l6ApD-O.l7
· · ·C(E&I)"'5EQO<E(P&P')

(99)

Typical c urves are presented in Fig. 12 for
the case of nitrogen, with V =15 .5 volts.
lbe
m

curves have been drawn only in the range frn- whid1
the constants A and Bare valid, but they should
approach the abscissa asymptotically (i .e. unity
gain).
There might be little use plotting for
values of pD equivalent to m>3, which, for a beam
of 10 keV, corresponds to a boundary shown by a
vertical 1ine at pD=2. The straight 1ine obeying
the Stoletow condition passes close to the origin
of the axes.
In order to find the fraction of the grass
gain that corresponds to the useful unscattered
probe, we must multi ply by exp(-m).
Taking into
a=unt Eqs. (6) and (94), the useful gain is
given by

Gross Gain and Useful Gain
The distribution equations for the signals
from the specimens, as presented above, refer to
the grass signal caused by al 1 beam electrons
( i . e. those in the skirt and those in the
remaining useful probe).
To separate the useful
signal fran the background signal (=noise), these
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Fig. 15 l.Dgari t hm of usefu l ga in versus pD f or
cascade electrons and ions due to SFD, with different acce l erat ing voltages.

Fig. 14
S imul La neous vlot of gross and L!Sl3ful
ga in fur SED, with 400 vo l ts a node bias.
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G
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P

D/ V

-

T

this limit to be the point whe re the curve of useful gain becomes unit y .
Such a limit would , of
cow-se, depend on t he operating conditi ons of the
GDD.
It is i mportant to compare the overal 1 gain
to the useful gain fo1- a fixed voltage , say V=400
volts in nitrogen. Thi s i s s hown in Fig. 14. The
difference bet wE€n the two c urves, due to the
skirt, s ho uld be kept as l ow as i;::ossible. We note
that the two maxima occw- at a different pD va lue ,
which i s fortunate.
This implies that, when the
ESEM is oper ati ng umle r the opt imwn condition of
Eq. (101), the s kirt. noi se i s not yet very high .
As pD is increased beyond this point , the diffe1-ence between gross and Lc:-..eful gain is monotonica ll y inc.re.a.sec! s imultaneous l y with a decrease of
the useful gain, a ll to the detriment of tLc;eful
contrast..
We a l so consider the effect of using different acce l e rating vo ltage for the electron beam .
A set of usefu l gai n c w-ves with different keV
beams is s hown in Fig. 15, where the <JT has been

kT) ]

(J

· · · C(f.&I)"'5E():eEP

(100)

A set of c urves for the useful gain is s hown in
Fig. 13.
Again, we note a maxi mwn whi c h defines
an optimum condition of operation for the ESEM.
This new condition i s f ound to be

pDB)
V

=

(JT

kT

· · ·(optimwn ESEM operation)

(101)

We note that pD and V enter as a ratio in the
above equation and, hence, they are proport i onal
to each ot her. The maxima again lie on a straight.
line as s hown in Fig. 13, because, under the condition of Eq . (101), we obtain a linear re l ation
with respect to pD (pD/V==nstant.):
l.Dg(G)

o pt

0.43f4--BpD/VpD
· · · C(E&I)c.Sf.O:eEP

Pam

calculated for e.ach keV from Eqs . (16) and (17).
It i s noted that the effect can be very pronounced. The gain drastic.ally diminishes towards
5 keV (and below) , whereas it approaches asymptot ical l y a limiting c w-ve at the high keV range.
The limit i s simply given by Eq. (96), to which
Eq . (100) i s reduced, as <JT becomes very small at

(102)

The logarithm of useful gain can , in t heory,
assume negat.i ve va lues, whi c h means that the gain

can be l ess than u11i t.y; however, thi s may have
littl e vn:i.ctica l s ignifi cance .
The c w-ves have
only been drawn clown to the abscissa.
At the
previously atuilnuy limiL of m=3 (where pD=2), we
note that the useful gain for a bias V=400 vol ts
i s sl:i 11 G=7 .1, which is quite s ignif icanl..
In
other words, when the beam has lost 95% of its
e l ectrons and when using the gaseous detect.or
dev i ce (GDD), we may st i 11 be able to fonn acceptable contras t. .
Therefore, we are led to search
for and define yet another practical limit of m,
for the ca._--;e of GDD.
We could, perhaps, define

very high keV.
If we are inte r ested in the useful gain
factors for t he s ignals induced by electrons or
ions onl y, then we must likewise multiply the cor-

resp::,nding gain f actors by e -m
Fast e l ectrons from object
In a s imil ai- fashion, we c.an find the various
gain factors assoc i a ted with the C(f&I)0<fEO. The
equations prev iousl y der i ved are applicable for
a l I FE(}.:eE(P&P '). For the c.ase of a cosine distributi on o f FED, the gain as obta ined with a disk of
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ancx:ie bias .

Fig . 17 Logarithm of useful gain versus pD for
cascade e lectrons and ions due to FED , with diff e rent anode bias.

very large radius can be found (after integration)
fran Eq. (68) as

point as the beam scans the image . If this distribution were known for each point of specimen
surface, the corresponding ionization function
eN(r,h) could be easily established and , then , the
various distributions of current could be found
exactly as in the case of the cosine distribution.
Distributions of special interest are left for
future studies; here, the uniform (or spherical)
distribution of FEO will conclude the present
investigation . A typical specimen may have such
"an average roughness" that a FEO has equal probability in all directions ; this is a much more
realistic case than the case of a polished specimen .
The main functions have been derived for
this case and the results are presented below
without detailed explanations:

G

= Tl)b = 2pffi[~(efoD_1)+1-f]
···C(F.&I)~FE.()o<E(P&P')

(103)

where t he correction factor f was a=unted for in
the limits of integration of F.q. (68) and has been
incorporated above for completeness .
It can be
seen that its effect is small also at low bias,
where the gain is mainly detennined by the primary
ionization by the FED.
At low field , where the
avalanche gain is unity , F.q . (103) reduces the
same result as F.q. (34) with very larger, i.e .

G = 2pffi

· ··S(F.&I)G-FEQe,E(P&P')

(104)

dry

Tl t
dQ = 2n

which simply states that the gain is proportional
to pD and to the ionization efficiency . The gain
by F.q. (103) is also proportional to pD, and has a
maximum when plotted versus this product .
A set
of curves using F.q. (103) is shown in Fig. 16 . At
low bias the curves gradually degenerate to
straight lines as per F.q . (104) .
By multiplying F.q . (103) by the factor e-m,
as previously, we can find the useful gain for
C(F.&I)NF'E()o<EP, and a set of curves is shown in
Fig. 17.
The curves for V=lOO and V=200 vol ts
have less than unity gain (negative values) and
have been drawn for completeness.
It should be
remembered that the equations of gain derived here
depend on the distribution function of FFD used,
and appropriate adjustments should be made with
other distributions.

(106)

I(r , D) = Tl t I b (1-l)
Q

(107)

eN(r,h)

I(r,D) = Tl I pffi[~tant

D

b

1

D + lnQ]

(~)

· ··S(F.&I)G-FEO
I(r ,D)

Tl I pffil~tan - 1 (~ )-!(~) 2 ln (!:..._ )J:.lnQ]
lb
Lb
D2D
~2
· · · SEG-FEO

Uniform FEO Distribution

(108)

(109)

D

2

In a practical situation, the surface of a
specimen has variable top:igraphy and, as a result,
the FEO distribution may change fran point to

I(r,D) = ½ntibpSL1n[1+(Fi) ]eaco-hJdh
· · ·C(F.&I)~FEO
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Fig . 18 Total , electron and ion disk current fran
the primary ionization of FEO, with parameters
shown (uniform FEO distribution).

Fig. 20 Si multaneous plot of normaliz.ed disk currents for beam, skirt, FED and SEO (uniform distr ibution of FEO); dotted 1 ines show the radii at
ha lf maxi mum of current.
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I(r,D) =

I');~I p.SJD}n[l+(fi) [ea<D-hl_l]dh
2

l')tlbp.SJD/n [l+(fi)
r 2] [ <Xh ]
e -1 dh

1(1-,D) = ~

]

· · -~FEO

···~FEO

(111)

We can visualize the results for th i s new
distribution in the following graphs .
The same
operat ing conditions have been chosen as previously. F ig . 18 shows the primary ionization currents
by t he FEO as determined by Eqs . (108) and (109);
the positive ion current component was simply
der i ved from the difference between the total and

For retarding field:
D

1, I:>p.SfJ

I(r,D) = ½1') 1

Q

1nf1+(fi) 2leahdh
L

.J

·· ·C(E&I)~FED

(113)

(112)
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the electron current. We note that now the ionization is spread outwards with no indication of a
saturation level.
The electron canponent is
higher than the ion canponent and the total current has increased wel 1 aoove that given by the
cosine distribution.
The corresponding graphs for Eqs. (110) and
(111), with external bias V=400 volts, are shown
in Fig. 19.
The gaseous gain is considerably
increased, wel 1 aoove that derived by the cosine
distribution.
A similar result (not shown) is
found with a retarding field, in which case the
corresponding current values are below those with
a forward field.
It is important to compare the range of
action of various currents for the uniform distribution, as was done in Fig. 11 for the cosine
function .
The result is shown in Fig . 20 . The
range of C(E&I)<><FED is now wel 1 beyond the range
of C(E&I)<><SED. The actual value of C(E&I)"'5ED is
much higher than the corresponding value of
C(E&I)"'FED within the range of the former, except
for extremely low values of the radius.
The
cross-over point between the two curves in Fig . 20
(as in Fig 11) is artificial, because of the
nonnalization procedure and because an arbitrary
maximum value that is not a saturation value was
used for the C(E&I)<><FED. A 11Dre realistic situation is shown in Fig. 21 without nonnalization.
The true cross-over point would be obtained by
using the real values for
and r,t.

before any beam
irradiation artifacts have
occurred . The pract i ca 1 it y of such an experiment
may be questioned on account of the actual levels
of current required and the available hardware of
the SDI (e.g. pre-f=using requirement). However,
this experiment de!IDnstrates that the absorption
per se is not a principal prerequisite for image
fonnation.
Absorption is rather a necessity to
avoid continuous charge a=umulat ion and accompanying problems.
In the ionized gaseous environment of ESEM, charge a=umulation is effectively
suppressed, and imaging of insulating materials is
canmonplace with al 1 main imaging modes.
In the
aoove context, the word "absorbed" becanes redundant, but the term "specimen" or "object" current
may st i 11 be retained to refer to the amount of
charge deposited as per Eq . (114).
In the ESEM, we have seen that additional
c.anponents of current flow in the system on
account of the ionization in the gas by various
sources. Therefore, Eq. (114) must be modified by
adding a term for the total ionization current I 1 :
I +I
b

I

I +I +I +I
F

S

O

I

The ionization term is c.anposed mainly of three
partial terms:
(116)

l\

where Ib
Equations of Charge Conservation

beam, IF

In the vacuum specimen chamber of the conventional SDI the charge conservation is expressed by
the well known equation
I +I +I
F

where

lb ,sI{EP}

IF2I{FED}=r,tlb
electrons",

is

the

S

is the current of

"secondary electrons" and I

I

1

is the ionization caused by the incident

that by the fast electrons fran object
I
that by the slow e l ectrons fran object .

We can easily find these terms from the corresponding equations by taking the limit at very large
radius.
This can be done for Ib 1 and Is 1 ;
a
limit is predicted for IFI with the cosine distri-

incident

Is=I{SED}=<\ lb

and Is

(114)

0

(115)

is
0

beam

current,

bution of FED, but not for the uniform distribution. Naturally, there is always a limit, because
the FED can only travel a finite distance, as they
ultimately dissipate all their energy, but after a
number of collisions, the conditions for the equations are no longer valid. Thus , we specifically
have :

"backscattered

the

current

of

is the "absorbed"

current by the specimen (object).
The appropriateness of the term "absorbed"
has been questioned in view of the signal induct ion mechanism (Ienilatos, 1990b; 1990::). Let us
consider the fol lowing gedanken experiment:
The
specimen under examination is a 100% insulating
membrane enveloping a metal conductor that is connected to the image recording system of an SDI.
The electron beam scans only a single raster on
the specimen surface with a minimum current, so as
it is not appreciably deflected by the deposited
charge on neighooring scanning lines. The minimum
current is supposed to be sufficient to produce
satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio . Then an image
will be recorded by the system without the deposited charge actually being "absorbed" by the speci men (i . e. the insulator) . The signal pulses are
generated by induction dw-ing the flight of the
electrons prior to the termination of their
11Dt ion . The image thus recorded =ld carry the
genuine infonnat ion aoout the specimen, as the
beam scans a virgin surface for the first time,

(117)

(118)

• ••cosine distribution

(119)

The ionization current is taken to be positive
with "forward" bias, and negative with SEDretarding bias; in the latter case, we may have
I =0.
SI

The ionization currents can extend wel 1
beyond the physical size of a specimen and can be
collected by a system of electrodes placed below,
on the side or aoove the specimen. Therefore, the
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meaning of the word "specimen" current is now
questioned for a different reason .
However, we
may retain this tenn, if we redefine the meaning
of the word "specimen" (or "object"); we may
define it to be , first of all, that portion of the
specimen that is actually imaged, but, to be consistent with the new tenninology introduced , it is
preferable to define as specimen that IX)rtion of
the specimen that is struck by al 1 electrons in
the probe and the skirt together, i.e. by E(P&P').
1hen, the tenn I
may be retained with its
0
previous meaning as in Eq. (114) .
By ccmbining
Eqs. (114) and (115) and rearranging tenns, we get

but still detectable. The practical significance
of this is yet to be explored by amplifying the
signal above a suitably chosen pres.sure limiting
aperture (PIA) . Imaging with an electrode placed
above the PIA has already been achieved and the
theoretical groundwork has been reported elsewhere
(Ianilatos, 1990a ; 1990b) .
The positive ions contribute a major ccmpo-nent to the signal induced and they can play a
1 imi ting role in the frequency response of the
GDD . This has been discussed in more detail elsewhere (Ianilatos, 1990b) .
The main theoretical results shown in this
paper are in general qualitative agreement with
all experimental evidence accumulated to date . It
might appear an easy task to quantitatively demonstrate by experiment the equations derived in this
paper , as, indeed, concentric annular electrodes
have already been tested in the ESE1-1 (Ianilatos,
1990c). However, a strict quantitative ccmparison
bet ween experiment and theory may be futile on
account of significant uncertainties with sane
parameters of the equations . One such uncertainty
relates to the ex-coefficient, which strongly
depends on the purity of gas . This parameter has
i nvolved several decades of work , the intricacies
of which can be found in widespread publications.
The parameter E is also critical . This not
only depends on the gas ccmposition, but, in addition, the data available are not in the range of
E/p mostly of interest in the ESEJ,1. What is known
is mainly found in early works of this century.
In the present paper , only a crude extrapolation
was used based on one of these early works .
Another parameter is the scattering crosssect ion . The equations used are reliable, except
they themselves rely on the precision of other
parameters, a critical one being the atan radius,
here calculated by Eq. (15). The ionization scattering cross-sect ion and the associated ionization
efficiency are also
important.
Multiplebackscattering of FEO between the electrodes can
have a significant effect on S.
One has to exercise special care with the
remainder parameters in an experimental set-up,
but the detenninat ion of the above-mentioned parameters for the conditions of ESE1-1 is a necessary
prerequisite, before we proceed to quantitatively
verify the present equations .
Such work is, of
course, outside the scope of this presentation and
is left for the future. The ESE1-1 is, in fact, a
new precision instrument wh i ch can be used for the
detenninat ion · of these parameters and sane of the
classical experiments of ionization physics can be
redesigned in the actual conditions of the
instrument .
It should be noted that both the loss of
electrons fran the electron probe and the gaseous
gain contain an exponential tenn, which, for a
smal 1 variation of pressure , distance, accelerating voltage etc ., results in a significant variation of gain, useful signal , noise etc .
The
examples presented mainly serve to demonstrate the
theory and should not be taken as an indication of
the ultimate limits of the GDD . In fact , a rough
ccmparison with experience shows that better
results are obtained in reality, and the numerical
values of the examples presented are likely to err
on the safe side (i.e. they are conservative).

(120)
By set ting IbbI•Ib-IbI • IFF1•Ir+Ir1'

Iss1•Is+1 s1
with an equation

and

I •I -I , we finish up
01 0 1
having the sane form as the equation of charge
conservation in vacuum :
(121)

In the 1 ight of the present analysis, the use
of the conventional "specimen absorbed" current
(I ) with "wet" specimens, and the "deterioration"
0
of image by the ionization of the gas, as understcxx:i by Shah and Beckett (1979) and bY. Shah
(1987), should be reappraised.
The precise mechanism of charge dissipation
in the ESE1-1, and how it affects the contrast and
image formation , constitutes a separate topic outside the scope of this paper .
Early works on
charge neutralization have been reported by
Moncrieff et al. (1978) and Crawford (1979).
Discussion
The theoretical analysis of charge distribution presented above yields fundamental information useful in the design of the GDD, in the
studies of charge dissipation and generally in the
overal 1 operation of ESEM. Through the interplay
of various parameters one can manipulate a desired
result .
The many J,XSSibilities will not be
covered in this discussion, but a few points wi 11
be highlighted .
One important point of this investigation is
that it can provide a quantitative explanation for
sane of the observed transit ions of contrast when
the pressure, specimen distance and electrode
radius is varied (Ianilatos, 1983; 1988; 1990b ;
1990c) .
The SEO can be confined within a small
radius, and because • their amplification far
exceeds that of the FEO, the image wil 1 show information predaninantly relating to the SEO .
The
SEO originate fran the top layer of the specimen
and they may be SEO-EP or SEDvEP and so on ; the
known rules of contrast and resolution are also
applicable to the ESE1-1.
By use of an annular
electrode outside the range of SEO, one can detect
purely FEO contrast .
A rather unexpected result is that the FEO
1 ie above the SEO signal in the very smal 1 radius
region ; in the example of Fig. 21, this radius is
atout 40 µm. The absolute value of signal is low ,
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~ver, the present theory can be relied lJIX)l1 to
further plan experirrents to explore and improve
the performance of ESE1>!.

Ib

1

IF

FED current

IF
Conclusion

1

After the focused electron beam enters in the
high pressure conditions of the ESE1>! spccirren
chamber, it results in a ha:rt: of distinct distributions of electron currents.
The primary beam
continuously lases electrons, as it approaches the
spccirren, but is left with sufficient current and
the saire distribution as in the original (i.e. in
vacuum) spot, to pennit imaging with the original
resolving power .
For practical purposes, the
single scattering theory has been used to derive
relatively simple equations for the surrounding
electron skirt canpased of the scattered electrons
and extending over a radius of tens of microns.
All the slow electrons fran the specinen surface
can be confined within a small radius, whereas the
fast electrons usually extend beyond this radius .
A separation of the two types of signal is
possible either with suitable electrode size and
bias , or with a reversal of the bias to suppress
the slow electrons from the speciIOOI1 .
Al 1 these
currents together with the charge density in the
bulk of the gas can be described with appropriate
equations. Equations relating to the FED ionization have been derived for the cases of cosine and
uniform distributions of FED; similar steps can be
fol lowed for other distributions of interest . The
prE§ellt investigation fulfills one of the tasks
for future work, as set out in a previous rep:>rt
(J)milatcs , 1990b) .

I

beam ionization current

I

FED ionization current
total ionization current

1

negative (electron) current

n

Io

object current

I

pa3itive (ion) current

p

SEO current

Is
Is

1

SEO ionization current

J
ionization energy of gas
j(r,D) current density at roint (r,D)
J(r,D) disk current within radius r
k
Boltzmann constant
L.
ionization mean free path (for electrons)
l

m

average number of coll is ions per incident
beam electron
n
density of gas particles
N(r , 0), or N function of primary ionization rate
p
gas pressure
q
charge
Q
see Eq. (27')
r
radial distance from system axis
r , r
radii of annular electrode
1

2

R

atom radius

R0

unit position vector

s
ionization efficiency coefficient
S , or S(E) ionization efficiency
T
absolute temperature
V
minimum effective ioni z ing rotential
m

V(r) single -scattering
for electrons
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is

aH
A

gas constant, or see Eq . (13)
gas constant
standard deviation
separation of parallel disk electrodes
minimum effective ionizing distance

B
C

D

D

m

da
cill
dTJ
cill
da
da

z
Z
5

ratio of electron to gas molecule energies
intensity of electric field
FED coefficient
total FED coefficient

0

scattering angle

0E

see EQ . (12)
see Eq. (11)

l
l

elastic differential cross-section

l

e
E

electron charge
beam accelerating voltage, FED energy
incident electron beam energy

0

n

p

p
p

electron wavelength
linear negative (electron) charge density
linear pa3itive (ion) charge density
reduced radius, or charge density
negative (electron) charge density

0

pp

aT

f
correction factor
f(0) scattering amplitude
f (0) electron scattering amplitude at 0=0

v

G
h,

v

E

e

lb

travel distance f r om PLA
atomic number
first Townsend coefficient
total SEO coefficient

g
TJ
TJt

0

i

l

c

differential FED coefficient

inelastic differential cross-section

Eb

a

differential cress-section

dQ

dist ribution

W=E/Eb

List of Symlx>ls
Bohr radius

probability

v

gain factor
or h' distance from lx>ttom electrode
incident beam current in vacuum

Q
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n
p

pa3itive (ion) charge density
total electron scattering cross-sa:.tion of a
gas part i cle
cumulative probability
velocity
negative (electron) charge velocity
pa3itive (ion) charge velocity
solid angle
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Discussion with Reviewers
A. Dubus: Could you briefly cxmnent on the advantages of E5EM with respect to SEM?
Author:
The presence of a gaseous atonsphere
around the specimen has the fol lowing general
advantages:
It maintains a 100ist environment so
that wet specimens do not dry out, dynamic changes
and interactions between solid/liquid/gas phases
can be monitored in situ, including experiments on
gas flow and gas dynamics in situ.
The gas
becanes ioniz.ed and hence a good electrical
conductor,
which
eliminates
the
need
for
treatments of
insulating specimens such as
coatings, chemical treatments, or use of sane very
low accelerating voltage (with limited abilities).
The gas, apart from its conditioning properties
can also act as a detection medium or as a
generalized gaseous detect ion device;
this has
ushered sane unique and novel passibil ities of
detect ion and imaging techniques for electron
microscopy
in general.
The true surface
properties of practically any specimen can be
examined under a variety of detection modes . Many
preparation techniques have becane redundant ,
resulting in simplicity , time saving and ease of
cperat ion.
However, many known preparation
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found, a fact that was further confinned also by
experiment.
In addition, the included micrograph
(Fig. 22) shows no loss of resolution with a test
specimen in the presence of gas.
With visible
details below 10 run and a specimen-FLA distance of
one mm, electrons scattered within angles down to
5

rad have no noticeable effect.
Therefore,
the limit of resolution in gas is determined only
by the available spot diameter which is the same
as in vacuum.
10-

K. -R. Peters:
You assume that the ongrns of P
and P' are similar and, for theoretical reasons,
lie in one point .
In Fig. 21, how would the
current radius of different signals change if a
skirt radius of several mm would be encountered?
Author:
In practice, if the skirt radius is
increased from the assumed tens of microns to
several mm, then the distance of the specimen fran
the PLA as well as the dimensions of the e lectrodes would also increase in the same proportion,
so that the origin of P' may still be assumed as a
point.
If, however, we wish to calculate the
various distributions within a radius canparable
to the radius of the skirt, then the equations are
no longer valid.
The analytical method would
becane quite canplex, and Monte-Garlo calculations
should be in order.

Fig. 22 Gold particles on carton placed 1 mm from
PLA at 1133 Pa pressure of water vapor and 30 keV.
The smallest particles discerned are less than 10
run (courtesy of Electrascan).
techniques may be used in different combinations
or e ven novel techniques may be devised to a l low
new applications in the ESEM. As the gas pressure
can be varied from high vacuum up to rCXl!n
atmosphere (the maximum pressure is determined by
the particular design of ESEM and the particular
application)
the
ESEM
inherits
all
the
conventional advantages of SEM with the addition
of a new dimension.
The E...SEM and SEM are not
com:r,eting with each other , they are not two
separate alternatives, or one should not be seen
versus the other: ESEM is simply the natural
extension of SEM.

K.-R. Peters:
Cascade amplified slow electrons
can be collected at any take-off angle with smal 1
electrodes [XlSi t ioned appropriate! y.
Is it
[XlSSi ble to separate on ti 1ted specimens the CSEFED signa l produced by low- loss electrons from a
CSE-SID signal?
Author: In principle, yes. The practical ease or
difficulty can only be determined by careful experimentation.
K.-R. Peters: Why is the gaseous detection device
conventionally used with [XlSitive bias only?
Under which conditions (type of specimen, gas
pressure etc.) and for which signals would the
negatively biased detector provide better SIN
ratio?
Author: If by the word "conventionally" you mean
the existing commercial type of ESEM avai !able at
present , then, I presume, it is for standardization and manufacturing requirements reasons that
only positive bias is used.
The present author
has reported results by use of l:oth [XlSitive and
negative bias since 1983.
A sufficient negative
bias would suppress the SID and allow only the FED
to ioniz.e the gas and be detected (the x-rays and
other photons are not considered here). This case
is described by the equations in the section for
SID-retarding field.
The SIN ratio would then be
determined by the FED mode of detect ion with the
known rules.
With reversed bias, the slow
electrons 1 iberated by the act ion of FED on the
top e lectrode (SEW"'FED, i .e. converted backscattered electrons) wi 11 result in additional electron avalanches propagating from the top electrode
to the bottom electrode. The increased gain wi 11
contribute towards an improved SIN ratio within
the FEO mode of detection alone.

A. Dubus: You developed fully analytical ca l culations for ESEM.
Do you think that a Monte-Garlo
si mul ation could help you in understanding the
whole problem of signal formation in ESEM?
Author:
Yes.
The analytical method has yielded
some very simple expressions to be used for our
understanding of the most fundamental properties
of the system at this early stage of ESEM developments.
For more refined calculations, where the
analytical approach becomes extremely complex, the
Monte-Carlo
method
could
be
very
he lpful.
However, many useful derivations here are based on
a detailed understanding of physical processes
which cannot be s imply substituted by Monte-Garlo
proceedings.
J.M. Cowley:

As is the case with solids,

there

- 3

will preswnably be some small-angle (10
rad or
less) inelastic scattering from electronic excitation in the gas molecules .
To what extent wi 11
this affect the resolution of the ESEM?
Author: It is true that the sma.11 angle inelastic
scattering is also pre...sent in gases.
This has
been taken into a=unt during the calcul ations of
beam profi Jes by use of the Jost and Kessler
method (Danilatos, 1988) but no visib l e effect was

K.-R. Peters: Is it [XlSSible to use differently
shaped co ll ection field gradients (fonned by elec-
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trostat ic or electromagnetic lenses) to separate
the CSE--0 signal fran the CSE-FEP and the
CSE-FEP' signal?
Author:
In principle, yes, but in practice,
canplete separation may prove very difficult, even
impossible.
As ooth EP and EP' ionize the gaS
along their entire length, the cascades originating in the gas close to the specimen surface,
will have distributions canparable to those originating fran SED (with positive bias).
With
regard to FED mode alone, the background noise
caused by S(E&I)G-E(P&P') can te simply eliminated
by an annular electro:::le placed outside the radial
range of this noise.
What seems to te very difficult to rid of is
the
noise
generated
by
the
skirt-specimen
interact ion.
Only under special
electrode
configurations, th.is may te possible to reduce.

hence, imaging is JX)SSible with all insulators
under a variety of cond it ions (gas pressw~e , acce1erat i ng voltage etc.). When we say that charging
art.i facts are suppressed , we do not necessar i 1y
imp! y , or say, that charging is totally el iminated, i. e. all team deposited charge is neutralized . No control led experiments have teen carried out to measure th.is effect.
However , fran
the dramatic variations of contrast th.at have been
observed on insulators as the gas pres.sure is
varied, it may te inferred th.at voltage contrast
is possible to exist under certain operating conditions. fupth. charging and conduction in insulators and charge neutralization in the ESEM are
topics yet to be exp lored.
We cannot definitely
answer these questions, but it is hoped th.at the
present
work
wi 11
help
their
fw-th.er
investigation.

M. Kotera:
How the ine lastic scattering cros.ssection (Eq. 10) is obtained? If it includes a ll
kinds of inelasti c processes, would you comment o n
its applicability?
Author:
The inelastic cross-section was derived
by Lenz (1954) and further adapted and discussed
by Jost and Kessler (1963) and Danilatos (1988).
It includes al 1 kinds of inelastic processes
incorporated in the "ionization" energy J of the
gas (see Eq. 12).
The problem is th.at thi s coefficient. is not universally established and , hence,
the a=uracy for the inelastic cross-sect ion i s
largely dependent on the a=w-acy of the chosen
value for th.is coeff i cient.
In the present
examples calculated, i t has bE£n taken equal to
the first ionization potential for atomic nitrogen
or argon.
If needed in future work, these
calculations should be repeated with a more
realistic value of J for each gas.

D. Newbury:
Please explain the induction mechanism of signal generation, since at least one of
the cr itical references (1990c) is "in press". In
t he gedanken experiment discussed in the manuscript., it is not obvious to me why "an image will
be 1~ecorded with.out the deposited charge actually
being 'absorbed' by the specimen".
A more
detailed explanation is needed in th.at discussion.
Author:
Whil e a charge is in mot ion between two
elect rodes connected th.rough an e>..1:.ernal c ircuit.,
a current given by Eq . C35) flows th.rough the
externa l circuit. When the c harge arrives at the
e lectrode, no further c urrent flows. As the e l eclron team scans over a virgin pixel, ooth. the
incident beam e l ectrons and the e lectrons l eaving
the spec imen induce pulses during their flights.
The s um tot.al of all pulses is the signal detected
from that pixel, whil e a net charge has been deposi t.ed on the surf ace.
If the surface is an insulator and an e l ect.1-o:::le is placed some di stance
be low the specimen surface, a signal wi 11 te
induced onto the e l ectro:::le, with.out charge having
to f l ow though the insulat01- (which. is a diel ectric). In 1~ea l i ty, a c urrent wi 11 flow though the
insulator sooner or lat.er. The electrical properties of the specimen will de t e rmine the s peed by
whi c h the deposited charge is absorbed th.rough the
insulator.
Th.is may or may not have an appreciable effect on the image, depending on various
parameters of the system. However, these ef fee.ts
are after-effects and are not described by our
gedanken experiment which assumes an ideal insulator.
Thus, an image can te recorded with.out the
electrons actually flowing though the specimen .

K.-R. Peters:
At high vacuwn , specimen c w-cent
contrast images are possible only on e lectri ca l
conductors. However, voltage contrast images can
te pro:::luced on insulators as well as conductors.
Is it possible to generate voltage contrast images
in the ESEM?
M. Kotera:
Because of charge neutralization
process at the specimen sw~face, the voltage contrast, which is observed by the SEM, might not be
visible by the ESEM. Is it true?
K.-R. Peters:
On smooth insulators, the surface
charge is neutralized by attracted charge carriers
provided by gas ionization but the depth charges
remain.
fu you see any possibility to image the
depth. charge distribution in the ESEM?
M. Kotera:
Al though the E5"El1 does not show a
severe charging-up problem even at insulating
materials, incident primary electron produces a
strong electric field inside the specimen, and the
charging effect should still show in the images of
the ESEM. Ioes it happen in your experiment?
Author:
First of all, the voltage contrast
observed on insulators with SEM in vacuum i s
limited only to certain types of specimens or to
specific team accelerating voltages and conditions. The insulating specimen area under observation should be such as not to al low excessive
charging th.at would make imaging, in general, problematic.
It is an experiment.al fact that s uch
problematic charging is not present in the ESEM,

K.-R. Peters: The "induction contrast" refers to
variat ions of charge carrier transport tetween the
electrode of the ga.."€0US detect ion device and its
reference electro:::le.
However, the same device
wi 11 also =l lect CSE providing for a "collect ion
contrast " component which refers to the numter of
collected charge carriers.
The interesting
concept may provide a base for an experimental
design for separation of the slower moving ion
signa l f1~om their faster moving electron signal
counterparts. Under which c ircumstances (type of
specimen and operation =ndi t.ions) wi 11 ooth.
contrast components be equal or different?
Author : Throughout this work, equations have been
de rived for the e lectron and ion currents sepa.-
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rat.el y.
For example, Fig. 9 shows the intensity
of each comp.:ment and we note that the ions are
predaninantly responsible for the signal detected.
However, this is not always the case, because it
is possible, by use of particular electrode configurations, to filter the ions out and use only the
electrons.
The complete answer to your quest ion
goes beyond the limits of this presentation and
could constitute the subject of further reporting.
It is not clear why you introduce "induct ion
contrast" and "collect ion contrast" terms.
One
can say that the contrast with an ionization GDD
is due onl y to induct ion and that the "collect ion"
(i . e . count i ng) of charges may on 1y 1ead to an
incorrect signal intensity.
D. NewbLU-y:
What is the effect of the use of a
such as water vapor, which in addition to
being ionized can presumably form both positive

gas

mr )

and negati ve ions (H + and
?
Author : When the external field i s sufficiently
strong, the concent1-ation of the negative ions
H0
2

i s expected to be very smal 1 in comparison

with the f1-ee elect1-ons and, thus, any effect on
the f1-equency response and various distributions
should be insignificant. At low ex-ternal fields,
we can expect to have high ca1c.entrat ions of H 0+
2

and H 0 -, sinc.e the electron attachment. probabili2

ty with water molecul es is re l atively high.

The

concentration of the negative ions OH
is not
known, but, with the kilovolt range of the ESE!-!,
this shou ld be low. In cases where the OH- and H+
ions are significant in numbe1-s, lxith the distribution and frequency response would be modified in
a way predicted by the equations provided.
We
need to know the corresponding drift vel=ities
and ioni zation efficiency of the process.

